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KYC and AML solution



NASDAQ Sweden listed

Quarterly audited by Big4

(E&Y, Deloitte, PWC, KPMG)

Compliant with data protection regulations

Our mission is identity verification without hustle: 
close to instant, transparent and eventually free.

Own development house and IP

Offices in Estonia, Sweden, Singapore, US



Our clients: from startups to Fortune 500



Our product

Document verification

Fraud detection & anti-spoofing

Selfie or Liveness check

Address verification (1-5 minutes)

Configurable PEP, Sanctions and Adverse Media Screening

Free trial period

Free data storage 

WebSDK or API integration

We customize flow for you

Multilingual support

Ask us for any custom solution / integration / feature

Free KYC Dashboard

Phone / Email verification



Mats Taraldsson
Deputy General Manager at Mastercard

Kaja Kallas
Prime Minister of the Republic of Estonia

and our partners
from Europe, Asia and US

References



All done for today!
Thank you for being with us!



+372 58 504 228 max@basisid.com
Senior Global Account Director

For more information

Max Klyuchev



Let’s dive into the product, quickly

Sergey Sergejev
Head of Product at BASIS ID

Hi! 
It’s only 3 fun minutes!

https://youtu.be/Ei9Ft_zNrhc


TOP 5 CFD Trading Platform case 

This company is a leader in three areas: CFD Trading, currency exchange, and FX data 
services.

Challenge:

1. This cooperation’s business objective is to enable future customers to verify
themselves remotely in any convenient way. The word "any" means verification through
biometric analysis & identity documents and national electronic identification
services.

2. Optimize the pool of tools and technologies used by the company to aggregate,
analyze, and keep up-to-date all incoming data as efficiently as possible.

Outcome:

The BASIS ID solution is excellent for restructuring the onboarding toolbox. In this case, a 
globally operating company uses several local verification services that are optimal for 
specific countries. It also uses data from local databases and begins to implement national 
electronic ID systems. At the same time, the data must be kept continuously up to date.

Additionally, support and repeated requests for verification require special attention.

With a high-level team and a willingness to actively respond to customers’ business 
tasks, BASIS ID has developed solutions for each country where services are 
provided. This allowed us to optimize costs and improve user experience.



Buff by NetEase case

NetEase is a leading internet technology company based in China. It develops and operates 
some of China's most popular mobile and PC-client games.

Challenge: BASIS ID’s partnership goal - to provide Know Your Customer services for user 
verification on the virtual in-game asset exchange platform. Netease also requires verification to 
confirm compliance when operating with Visa. 

BASIS ID provides NetEase with end-to-end customer verification that includes: Registration 
data verification, Verification of identification document, Video Biometric Comparison, Video 
Liveness check, Address verification and AML/PEP Screening.

Outcome:

• The main goal of cooperation is full compliance with Visa and international regulators’ 
requirements.

• Compliance must not harm the onboarding process. Fast, secure and seamless user 
onboarding is a top priority.

Сlient uses integration via a widget embedded into the user cabinet. 
Netease Compliance Managers have implemented CRM provided by BASIS ID. They use it for 
monitoring verifications with respect to all the parameters that they require to be inspected. 
The BASIS ID dashboard allows them to review the verification procedure with the greatest 
possible transparency, ease and speed.



Coindeal case

Coindeal is one of the most powerful cryptocurrency exchange platforms in the world.

Challenge: When comparing the number of registering customers to the number of 
customers that actually start using the service, Coindeal was disappointed - the automatic 
system of one of the largest KYC solution suppliers could not handle the biometric 
comparison and document verification, so end-users were often rejected. The task was to 
provide high-quality verification, especially for users from APAC region and some European 
countries.

Outcome:

• Coindeal implemented the elements of the BASIS ID widget as microservices to collect 
the data necessary for the verification of documents, liveness check, and user identity.

• The number of users approved to use the service has increased, while being fully
compliant.

• CoinDeal got the opportunity to work with users who have documents that
are not supported by other providers of automatic verification.

• Return On Marketing Investment(ROMI) has increased.



Tycoon case

Tycoon – is the first fully automatic social crypto trading platform with real crypto currency.

Challenge: Tycoon is a phenomenal tool! It allows to connect with other traders and use 
unique copy trading technology to automatically replicate the performance of a professional 
trader's portfolio. Copying and implementing those strategies helps to learn from big industry 
experts with the tiniest effort possible.

Tycoon has ambitious plans and expects to attract tens of thousands of users to its platform in 
the nearest future. The company has chosen BASIS ID because of its flexibility and integration 
speed.

Outcome:

• Both teams focus on providing seamless user onboarding to enable people to conduct 
crypto currency transactions securely.

• BASIS ID provides a full range of KYC verification, including ID document verification, 
Identity verification and address verification.

• Tycoon compliance team and board members receive a BASIS ID panel for 
user onboarding management.



Aerapass case

Aerapass is the best way to arrange the issuance of prepaid Visa, Mastercard, or Union 
Pay cards, build a payment or currency exchange system, or get a comprehensive risk and 
compliance management system for a fund, fintech or crypto company.

Challenge:

1. Provide Aerapass program managers with a convenient platform for monitoring
the onboarding of their users - both individuals and legal entities.

2. Provide Aerapass with the custom tailored verification procedure and processing of the 
data while offering a convenient compliance ecosystem to work with reports for 
regulators and supervisors.

Outcome:

Based on the solution BASIS ID has developed, all Aerapass partners will have access to a 
personal program that will allow to verify users with customly designed algorithms, conduct 
risk assessment, monitor users, constantly keep information upto-date, as well as compose 
immediate reports with various data taken into account.

Verification of individuals and shareholders of companies also includes media 
screening, PEP database verification, and accurate AML verification.



Wakanda case

Kemit Kingdom is a Swiss start-up company founded by Swiss Africans with years of 
experience in the banking and FINTECH industry in Africa and Switzerland. Their latest 
innovative project called Wakanda Messenger was established to be Africa's own social 
network and messenger app with various financial services integrated within it.

Challenge: Wakanda want to reach 1.3 billion individuals in Africa in the coming years. This is 
a product made by Africans for the Africans. It allows all the people living on the continent 
and global African diaspora to have secure, trustworthy tools for earning and managing their 
income. 

The BASIS ID goal is to enable the use of the financial instruments provided by the platform.

Outcome:

• In order to provide access to a extensive pool of financial instruments, Wakanda receives 
a solution fully compliant with both local Swiss regulator requirements and international 
directives.

• The company favours automation of this important process and for this reason it chooses 
fast and efficient OCR data solution.

• Verification turnaround time must be as short as possible.



Sprout case

Sprout helps with incorporation and secretarial service worldwide, and BASIS ID 
successfully assists the company.

Challenge:

1. To automate the work of compliance team and speed up the verification procedure
to ensure fast onboarding.

2. To provide the compliance team with a convenient dashboard for monitoring purposes 
and access to all the details of the verification process.

3. To provide full compliance with the applicable regulatory requirements and additional 
criteria driven by the risk appetite of Sprout, such as verification through MyInfo by
SingPass.

Outcome:

The customer onboarding management platform allows analysts to draw conclusions on the 
most frequent fraud cases and to adjust the risk appetite of the company without deviating 
from requirements by MAS. Sprout monitors critical factors and conducts ongoing customer 
screening, such as keeping track of the document expiration dates or changes in AML and 
PEP records.



aPay case

aPay is an online payment solution for the future. With a stable legal basis, the service is 
constantly improving its verification process to mitigate risks and ensure legal compliance.

Challenge:

The collaboration between aPay and BASIS ID has two objectives: to provide the fastest
onboarding to all categories of service users and to provide a convenient tool to risk and
compliance specialists, as well as money laundering reporting officers (MLRO).

Outcome:

1. Implementation of the solution from BASIS ID has allowed us to ensure the
fastest possible onboarding of users. Data verification happens nearly instantly.

2. The churn rate has decreased significantly due to our work with the provided data 
and additional requests.

3. Document and data verification with Chinese characters using BASIS ID’s cuttingedge 
solution is the peak of opportunity among all the available solutions.

4. aPay is fully satisfied with the successful collaboration and is happy to onboard 
users by applying the KYC solution from BASIS ID.



What stops you from buying our product right now?

Let’s be honest to each other 


